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- Linux gaming overlay MangoHud and the GOverlay app for managing it both have new releases up [2]

  MangoHud, the awesome Linux overlay for OpenGL and Vulkan games has another new release. GOverlay, the FOSS application designed to make configuring MangoHud easy has also been refreshed.

  Firstly, MangoHud's release this time with v0.3.1 is quite a small one. It includes the ability to display Vulkan and OpenGL versions and the configuration now auto reloads when modified. There's also a few very helpful bug fixes to make using it smoother.

  The latest release to GOverlay is quite a big one, which brings support for many of the new options released in MangoHud 0.3.0. This includes the ability to globally enable MangoHud (only for Vulkan currently), an overhaul to the user interface, dark theme adjustments and more.

- Fast-paced arcade combat-racing with RC cars 'PocketCars' adds Linux support [3]

  Car racing of a miniature sort with RC cars is what's on the track in PocketCars, and it just recently enabled Linux support in their Early Access release.

- Cities: Skylines Sunset Harbor expansion announced for March 26 [4]

  Paradox Interactive and developer Colossal Order have announced Cities: Skylines Sunset Harbor expansion for March 26.
Harbor, a brand new expansion for the massively popular city-builder to release on March 26.

Cities: Skylines Sunset Harbor brings with it quite a lot of content and features requested by the player community. This includes the fishing industry, new mass transit options, important city services and some new maps to build cities and your new fishing infrastructure across.
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